2017 EXHIBITOR
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

JANUARY

TRADING & WEALTH

THE LEGENDS OF TRADING & WEALTH CRUISE

	January 3-10, 2017 | Miami Round-Trip Aboard the Crystal Serenity
	The perfect beginning to a new year…seven days in luxury and endless opportunities to learn proven
strategies from renowned market gurus. Combine that with the spicy pulse of the Mexican Riviera, the
relaxed, sun-soaked rhythms of the Caribbean, and the vibrant energy of Miami, and you get the best of
these very different worlds all in one vacation.

FEBRUARY
THE MONEYSHOW ORLANDO
February 8-11, 2017 | Omni Orlando Resort at ChampionsGate, Orlando, FL
Virtual Event live on February 8-11. Available on-demand through February 28.
	We are pulling out all of the stops for The MoneyShow Orlando and providing increased access to our network through a
number of exciting free and premium events. The MoneyShow Orlando provides an unmatched lineup of experts and the
largest number of affluent investors. With over 6,000 attendees and a $1.9+ million average investment portfolio, there will
be over $12 billion of investable assets at The MoneyShow Orlando.
6,000+ Attendees•50% with Portfolios of $1M or More•66% Experienced or Very-Experienced Investors•120 Exhibitors

THE CANNABIS INVESTING EVENT - ORLANDO
	Powered by MoneyShow, The Cannabis Investing Event brings together the leading industry experts,
companies, and analysts. This in-depth session takes a deep dive into cannabis investments and our
impressive lineup of experts will educate you on this rapidly developing industry.
DIVIDEND & INCOME

DIVIDEND & INCOME INVESTING - ORLANDO

INVESTING

	Gain expert insights into how economic trends will likely affect your retirement plans and income stream
during a one-day in-depth Master Class focused on income investing strategies and opportunities. Join
us and receive a plethora of expert income investment ideas and come away with a better understanding
of how your current income steam may be affected by changing policies. Only here can you discover
actionable expert investment advice from some of the top income-investing experts in the world.
SMALL-CAP & MICRO-CAP

INVESTING

INVESTING IN STOCKS OF SMALL AND MICRO-CAP COMPANIES - ORLANDO

	Discover undervalued small and micro-cap companies during an in-depth Master Class from some of the
best small-cap and micro-cap investing experts in the world. During this exclusive event, you will receive
actionable expert investment advice, engage and speak with management representing some of the most
attractive small-cap and micro-cap companies, learn from engaging panel discussions, and mingle with
other small-cap and micro-cap investors.

MONEYSHOW UNIVERSITY – ORLANDO
	MoneyShow University was founded with the goal of educating students and young professionals on the
importance of investing, saving for retirement, and building wealth. It is the only series of conferences
focused exclusively on educating the next generation of investors, entrepreneurs, and business leaders.

THE YOUNG AMERICA’S FOUNDATION CRUISE
February 10-23, 2017 | Sydney to Bali Aboard the Crystal Symphony
	This is a wonderful opportunity to explore the iconic Great Barrier Reef and spend three glorious days
discovering the terraced rice fields, beaches, and temples of Bali, all while supporting Young America’s
Foundation in its mission to ensure that increasing numbers of young Americans understand and are
inspired by the ideas of individual freedom, strong national defense, free enterprise, and traditional values.

2017 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
FEBRUARY
THE TRADERS EXPO NEW YORK
February 26-28, 2017 | Marriott Marquis Times Square Hotel, New York, NY
Virtual Event live on February 26-28. Available on-demand through March 18.
	The Traders Expo provides you with an opportunity to reach thousands of high-net-worth active traders.
An impressive lineup of speakers will cover pertinent topics that attract a wide variety of traders.
5,000+Attendees • 45% with Portfolios of $500k or More • 53% Experienced or Very-Experienced Traders

THE ALL-STARS OF OPTIONS TRADING – NEW YORK
	Join us for a can’t-miss options trading educational event featuring some of the most successful options
traders in the world. Enjoy an unbeatable combination of in-depth options education and networking
at this in-depth Master Class. The All-Stars of Options Trading will tackle various option tactics and
strategies to help options traders make more money and better manage risk.

MARCH
The 27th

THE 27TH FORBES CRUISE FOR INVESTORS

March 7-20, 2017 | Singapore to Hong Kong Aboard the Crystal Symphony
	Don’t miss this 13-day odyssey through Asia with Steve Forbes, Rich Karlgaard, and a roster of renowned
market experts who will identify profitable opportunities that will add healthy returns to investors’
bottom line.

Cruise forInvestors
APRIL

THE CANNABIS INVESTING VIRTUAL EVENT
Virtual Event live on April 4-5. Available on-demand through April 24.
	The MoneyShow is programing it’s second stand alone cannabis investors’ conference this spring.
Reach thousands of investors, analysts, business professionals, and consumers without having to leave
your office. The conference will feature biotech, agricultural, technology, operational, and ancillary
cannabis businesses.
82% Currently Hold or Trade Stocks • 42% with Portfolios of $1M or More • 22% Are Accredited Investors

MAY
THE MONEYSHOW LAS VEGAS
May 15-18, 2017 | Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, Nevada
Virtual Event live on May 15-18. Available on-demand through June 4.
	The MoneyShow Las Vegas brings together thousands of high-net-worth investors and affluent
professional traders in one location. An impressive lineup of speakers will cover topics that range from
where commodity prices are heading to how changing interest rates may affect global economies.
5,000+ Attendees • 51% with Portfolios of $1M or More • 71% Experienced or Very-Experienced Investors • 120 Exhibitors

THE MONEY, METALS, & MINING SYMPOSIUM – LAS VEGAS
	The precious metal and mining industry continues to benefit as countries around the world try to reenergize their economies through various austerity measures. The Money, Metals, & Mining Symposium is
a one-day in-depth Master Class that features some of the top industry experts and helps you focus on
the best-positioned mining and metal stocks.

THE WORLD ETF INVESTING – LAS VEGAS
	Featuring an impressive lineup of ETF experts, The ETF Investing event at The MoneyShow Las Vegas
provides in-depth expert analysis and delivers actionable investing advice. During this in-depth Master
Class, you will learn strategies for active investors that utilize ETFs from experts who know the ins and
outs of the ETF industry.

MAY
THE OXFORD CLUB BEYOND WEALTH RIVER CRUISE
May 21-29, 2017 | Budapest-Passau Aboard the Uniworld SS Maria Theresa
	
Visit some of the most beautiful places in Europe, including Vienna, Salzburg, Dürnstein, Passau, and Linz while
The Oxford Club’s top-notch investment faculty delves deep into the outlook for stocks, bonds, and other markets,
and share their profit-making insights identifying where the best returns will lie and how to minimize risk.

AUGUST
THE MONEY, METALS & MINING RIVER CRUISE
August 24-26, 2017 | Paris Round-Trip Aboard the Uniworld SS Joie de Vivre
	On this awe-inspiring journey through the French countryside, including excursions to cultural landmarks
and soul-stirring visits to D-Day beaches, investors will enjoy the company and wisdom of renowned
investing experts who are globally recognized authorities in metals and mining.

THE MONEYSHOW SAN FRANCISCO
August 24-26, 2017 | San Francisco Marriott Marquis Hotel, San Francisco, California
Virtual Event live on August 24-26. Available on-demand through September 13.
	Tech, biotech, iOt - Only minutes away from Silicon Valley, The MoneyShow San Francisco
connects thousands of investors with the leading companies from their respective industries.
With technology experts such as George Gilder, Martin Gerstel, and Carver Mead, you will hear
from the brightest minds of the 21st century.
3,000+ Attendees • 66% with Portfolios of $500K or More • 65% Experienced or Very-Experienced
Investors • 80 Exhibitors

TELECOSM

THE GILDER TELECOSM FORUM - SAN FRANCISCO

INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY FORUM
	
This one-day in-depth Master Class brings together the most forward-thinking minds in tech to explore
breaking information on breakthrough technologies and provide you with the opportunity to learn how
these changes should affect your way of thinking as an investor. Join us and receive actionable expert
investing advice, discover innovative technologies, and determine companies and technologies that will
shape tomorrow’s global marketplace.

THE CANNABIS INVESTING EVENT – SAN FRANCISCO
	Powered by MoneyShow, The Cannabis Investing Event brings together the leading experts, companies,
and analysts in the cannabis industry. This in-depth session takes a deep dive into cannabis investments
and our impressive lineup of experts will educate investors on this rapidly developing industry.

THE MONEYSHOW UNIVERSITY – SAN FRANCISCO
	MoneyShow University was founded with the goal of educating students and young professionals on the
importance of investing, saving for retirement, and building wealth. It is the only series of conferences
focused exclusively on educating the next generation of investors, entrepreneurs, and business leaders.

SEPTEMBER
THE MONEYSHOW TORONTO
September 8-9, 2017 | Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Toronto, ON, Canada
Virtual Event live on September 8-9. Available on-demand through September 28.
	The Moneyshow Toronto saw significant growth from a qualified attendee perspective last year and we
have pulled out all of the stops to build upon this momentum. Backed by the leading Canadian media
outlets, companies cannot afford to miss The MoneyShow Toronto.
2,000+ Attendees • 46% with Portfolios of $500K or More • 58% Experienced or Very-Experienced
Investors • 50 Exhibitors

2017 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SEPTEMBER
THE ALL-STARS OF OPTIONS TRADING – TORONTO
	Join us for a can’t-miss options trading educational event featuring some of the most successful options
traders in the world. Enjoy an unbeatable combination of in-depth options education and networking at
this in-depth session. The All-Stars of Options Trading will tackle various option tactics and strategies to
help options traders make more money and better manage risk.

THE GLOBAL FINANCIAL SUMMIT RIVER CRUISE
September 24 – October 1, 2017 | Budapest-Passau Aboard the Uniworld SS Maria Theresa
	The ultimate experience for any aficionado of Austrian economics, this exclusive and elegant cruise
experience will take investors into the heart of Austria, with a two-day stopover in Vienna where they
will take the “Hayek Walking Tour” and have a private Austrian economics conference with the world’s
leading experts and historians.

OCTOBER
THE MONEYSHOW DALLAS
October 2017 | Hyatt Regency, Dallas, TX
	With many of today’s top industry icons all in one place, The MoneyShow Dallas exemplifies the phrase
“everything is bigger in Texas.” With thousands of high-net-worth attendees coming to learn about the
state of the financial markets, the energy sector, and top-performing stocks, The MoneyShow Dallas
provides unmatched opportunities.
	3,000+ Attendees • 35% with Portfolios of $500K or More • 43% Experienced or Very-Experienced
Traders • 100 Exhibitors
ENERGY INVESTING

THE ENERGY INVESTING SYMPOSIUM – DALLAS

	
SYMPOSIUM The Energy Investing Symposium provides investors with the opportunity to learn about the state of
the energy industry and engage with some of the top energy experts, analysts, and money managers.
During this in-depth Master Class, investors will receive actionable investment advice and find out
where the experts see the most opportunity within the energy sectors as well as the stocks that will
outperform the market!

THE MONEYSHOW UNIVERSITY – DALLAS
	MoneyShow University was founded with the goal of educating students and young professionals on the
importance of investing, saving for retirement, and building wealth. It is the only series of conferences
focused exclusively on educating the next generation of investors, entrepreneurs, and business leaders.

NOVEMBER
THE TRADERS EXPO LAS VEGAS
November 2-4, 2017 | Bally’s/Paris Resorts, Las Vegas, NV
Virtual Event live on November 2-4 Available on-demand through November 22.
	The Traders Expo provides you with an opportunity to reach thousands of high-net-worth active traders.
An impressive lineup of speakers will cover pertinent topics that attract a wide variety of traders.
	4,000+ Attendees • 52% with Portfolios of $500K or More • 60% Experienced or Very-Experienced
Traders • 80 Exhibitors

